Overview
Epiq Discovery is a cloud-based end-to-end eDiscovery platform, with a pioneering user interface that maximizes user experience. It is based on simplicity and ease of use, but it also fulfills rigorous business requirements. Epiq Discovery supports hundreds of file formats and features proprietary analytic tools, highly configurable review layouts, and a variety of workflow automation options. Customers have the ability to remotely collect data directly from a range of sources with the option to process the collection instantaneously. The content is automatically analyzed, extracted, and indexed for filtering to quickly identify and prioritize documents that are critical to the review.

User friendly
With Epiq Discovery, you can process and review documents in minutes! Just log in and our friendly tutorials will guide you on your way. We have spent thousands of hours refining the interface to maximize the user experience. Spend less time learning to use the platform, and more time getting work done!

Cost effective
Epiq Discovery offers a variety of integrated tools like email threading / near-dupe detection, concept searches, multi-media viewers, and more that can help you manage your costs both through greater efficiency and through eliminating the need to pay third-party licensing costs.

Available anywhere
Epiq Discovery is based in the cloud, which means that it is available to users no matter where they are in the world. Users can access the documents via their computer in their homes, offices or in the court house.

Collection
Collect data from multiple sources, including email services such as Google, Yahoo, and Office365, cloud services like Dropbox and OneDrive, and social media platforms such as Facebook.

Processing
Process your data using our proprietary cloud-based technology that scales dynamically based on workload. Spend less time waiting and more time getting work done.

Analysis
Analyze your data using our proprietary theme wheel. Filter your documents so that you only review what you need to.

Review
Epiq Discovery offers one of the most intuitive review platforms on the market. With Epiq Discovery you will be tagging documents within minutes.

Production
Produce documents to a variety of standard formats, including templates that match DOJ, SEC, and FTC specifications. Our production validation tool helps ensure that nothing is overlooked.
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Why you should choose Epiq Discovery

1. **Security.** The security of the Epiq Discovery application and of the underlying data—encrypted in transit and at rest—is our highest priority. Epiq Discovery customers benefit from a data center, network and application security architecture built to meet the requirements of the most security-sensitive organizations.

2. **Ease of use.** An eDiscovery platform should be intuitive and allow users to learn how to use the system with a minimum amount of training. Our goal is for Epiq Discovery to be just as easy to use as popular products such as Evernote, Dropbox, and Facebook.

3. **Up-to-date software.** Our cloud-based model allows us to take care of all software upgrades, including security updates, with minimal impact to the end user. This frees you up to focus on managing your work.

4. **Backup and recovery.** Epiq Discovery features a backup and recovery solution that saves time and effort and helps to eliminate large upfront investments.

5. **Seamless workflow.** Epiq Discovery eliminates the need to use multiple independent tools and platforms during the lifecycle of an eDiscovery project. The platform includes configurable templates, data analytics tools, even embedded multi-media viewing tools, all in one easy to use package that allows users to do more with less.

6. **Increased collaboration.** Epiq Discovery helps to bridge the communication gap between law firms, vendors, and corporations. Our cloud-based workflow and information sharing capabilities help all parties collaborate, as they can receive updates in real time and have full status visibility into active cases.

7. **Available anytime, anywhere.** Epiq Discovery is hosted in the cloud and accessible anywhere. Users can access it wherever they are connected. This includes access while sitting in a courtroom checking responsive documents right before a trial or accessing real-time data and status of the review. For road warriors, the ability to access the software and data when they need it can change the nature of a case.

8. **Automation.** Epiq Discovery offers several options to streamline eDiscovery processes. The "Process Automation" feature built into the application allows users to collect, process and filter data, promote documents for review, image documents, and produce documents all within a few clicks! It is designed to reduce operating overhead and save time.